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R is an open source software environment for data manipulation and statistical analysis. Used in
a variety of disciplines, R has become a popular tool because of its power, flexibility, and active
community.

What is R?

A powerful free, open source language and environment for graphics and data analysis is a pro-
gramming environment for data analysis, graphics and statistical computing. The R language is
widely used among statisticians for developing statistical software and data analysis.

R was initially developed in early 90s by Robert Gentleman and Ross Ihaka at the Department
of Statistics of the University of Auckland as a dialect of the S language. The R name is partly
based on the (first) names of the first two R authors (Robert Gentleman and Ross Ihaka), and
partly a play on the name of S.

What is RStudio?

RStudio is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for the R language. You can use R
without RStudio, but it makes using R a lot easier and it is strongly recommended to use R with
RStudio. Within RStudio, we can access the R console, and more.
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What is the R Console?

There are two ways of interacting with R:

1. Console
2. Script files (plain text files that contain code).

The console window (in RStudio, the bottom left panel) is the place where R is waiting for you to
tell it what to do. Once you run the command, the consule will show the results of a command.
You can type commands directly into the console, but they will be forgotten when you close the
session.

It is better to enter the commands in the script editor, and save the script. This way, you have
a complete record of what you did. That is you can easily show others how you did it and you
can do it again later on if needed. You can copy-paste into the R console, but the Rstudio script
editor allows you to ‘send’ the current line or the currently selected text to the R console using the
Ctrl+Return shortcut.

Table 1: Summary of RStudio Windows/Tabs

R Studio Windows/Tabs Location Description

Console Windows lower-left location were commands are entered and the output is printed
Source Tabs upper-left built-in text editor
Environment Tab upper-right interactive list of loaded R objects
History Tab upper-right list of key strokes entered into the Console
Files Tab lower-right file explorer to navigate C drive folders
Plots Tab lower-right output location for plots
Packages Tab lower-right list of installed packages
Help Tab lower-right output location for help commands and help search window
Viewer Tab lower-right advanced tab for local web content

Table 2: Commonly Used Keyboard Shortcuts in Console

Keyboard Shortcut Action

Ctrl + L Clearing Console window
Up/Down Navigate command history
Esc Interrupt currently executing command
Ctrl + 1 Move focus to the Console
Ctrl + 2 Move focus to the Source Editor

For more Keyboard Shortcuts: https://support.rstudio.com/hc/en-us/articles/200711853-Keyboard-
Shortcuts
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Basics in R

Simple Calculations

In its most basic form, R can be used as a simple calculator. Consider the following arithmetic
operators:

Table 3: R Arithmetic Operators

Description Operator

Addition +
Subtraction -
Multiplication *
Division /
Exponentiation ˆ
Modulo %%

Let’s get comfortable with the R Console

# You can get objects from R simply by typing math in the console

2 + 6

## [1] 8

#Tip! The value in the square brackets [] is counting the elements in the object

144/12

## [1] 12

What is a R script?

An R script is a plain text file that you save R code in. Scripts are a good way to keep track of what
you are doing. They allow you to a reproducible record of your work which you can run at a later
date. In RStudio, you can run one command at a time or a series of commands at a time in the
script file.

Creating a R script

You can create a R script in RStudio by going to File > New File > R script in the menu bar.
RStudio will open a fresh script above the console pane. To save the R script go to File > Save

As in the menu bar.

It is important to start your R script with a header which is an annotated description of what the
code does. The header will include the creator name, creator email, script name, script description
and date of creations. Let’s create a header for our R script file.
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## ---------------------------

##

## Script name: FirstRScript.R

##

## Purpose of script: This is the code I ran during Intro R

##

## Author: <insert name>

##

## Date Created: 2019-12-04

##

## Email: <insert email>

##

## ---------------------------

##

## Notes:

##

##

## ---------------------------

Comments in R

When R sees the # as the start of a line, it indicates the line is a comment. The comment continues
from the initial # until the end of the line on which that occurs and no further.

You can comment and uncomment entire selections of code clicking Code -> Comment/Uncomment

Lines in the menu bar. As well, the key shortcut for Windows is Ctrl+Shift+C or for Macs
Command+Shift+C keyboard shortcut.

Generating variable names

Make sure variable names follow these naming conventions:

• Avoid names with blank spaces.
• Avoid names with special symbols: ?, $, *, +, #, (, ), -, /, }, {, |, >, < etc.
• Only underscore can be used.
• Avoid beginning variable names with a number. Use letter instead.
• Column names must be unique. Duplicated names are not allowed.
• R is case sensitive. This means that Name is different from Name or NAME.

Creating Variables in R

To do anything useful in R, we will need to create a variable. A variable allows you to store a
value (i.e. 4) or an object (i.e. a function description). You can then later use this variable’s name
to easily access the value or the object that is stored within this variable.

To create the object, we need to give it a name followed by the assignment operator <- and the
value we want to give it:
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# Create variable for number of tables in room

table <- 10

Did you know <- is referred to as the leftward operator and = is referred to as assignment operator?
The purpose of both are same, that is assigning values to the variables, only symbols are different.
For example,

x <- 12 # variable x is assigned a value of 12

y = 22 # variable y is assigned a value of 20

For better, readability of R code, it is suggested to only use <- for assignment and = for named
parameters.

Arithmetic Operations and Variables

You can use arithmetic operations on variables.

chairs <- 4

total_furniture <- chairs * table

Running Code in R

• To run an individual line of code from the editor click the line of code you want to run, click
Ctrl+Enter or click the Run button.

• To run a block of code, select the block of code you want to run then click Ctrl+Enter.

• To run entire the script (which is called sourcing a script), click anywhere in the source editor

and press Ctrl+Shift+Enter. Alternatively, you can click the Source button.

Basic Data Types in R

R works with many different data types. Some of the most basic types to get started are:

• Decimal values like 6.7 are called numerics.
• Natural numbers like 6 are called integers. Integers are also numerics.
• Boolean values (TRUE or FALSE) are called logical.
• Text (or string) values are called characters.

# Change a_numeric to be 67

a_numeric <- 67

# Change a_character to be "Hello world"

a_character <- "Hello world"

# Change a_logical to be TRUE

a_logical <- TRUE
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Why is it important to know about data types?

One of the most common coding errors in R is a mismatch in data types. You can avoid such an
error by checking the data types of a variable. This can be done with the class() function.

class(a_numeric)

## [1] "numeric"

class(a_character)

## [1] "character"

class(a_logical)

## [1] "logical"

Getting your data into RStudio

There are two main ways to get your data into RStudio which are:

1. RStudio IDE interface
2. Direct Coding

Importing text files using “From Text(readr)”

The easiest way to get your text data into RStudio is using readr to read in rectangular data with
comma, tab or whitespace delimiters. It is very flexible and can parse a variety of data formats.
This text importer allows for:

• Import from the file system or a url
• Change column data types
• Skip or include-only columns
• Rename the data set
• Skip the first N rows
• Use the header row for column names
• Trim spaces in names
• Change the column delimiter
• Encoding selection
• Select quote, escape, comment and NA identifiers

The first order of business is to set the working directory. The working directory default location
or any files you read into R or save out of R. You can change to working directory either by:

• Use the setwd R function
• Use the Tools | Change Working Dir... on the menu bar.
• Going through the Files pane, by clicking on the Files tab. Navigate to the folder you want

to set as the working directory. Then click on the More button and select Set As Working

Directory.
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Today, we will be importing the Canadian 2016 Census of Population, Public Use Microdata File
for Individuals. Here are the steps to import a comma separated value (*.csv) file.

1. In RStudio, click on the Workspace tab.

2. Click on Import Dataset.

3. Click on Import Text (readr).

4. Navigate to the atlantic_pumf.csv file and click Open.
5. Click Import.

Factors and Value Labels

To tell R that a variable is nominal, you will need to make it a factor. The factor stores the nominal
values as a vector of integers in the range [1 . . . k] (where k is the number of unique values in the
nominal variable).
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# variable citizen is coded 1, 2 or 3

# we want to attach value labels

# 1=Canadian citizen by birth

# 2=Canadian citizen by naturalization

# 3=Not a Canadian citizen

atlantic_pumf$Citizen <-

factor(atlantic_pumf$Citizen,

levels = c(1,2,3),

labels = c("Canadian citizen by birth",

"Canadian citizen by naturalization",

"Not a Canadian citizen"))

Ordinal Variable

An ordinal factor is used to represent an ordinal variable

# variable HHSIZE coded as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

atlantic_pumf$HHSIZE <-

ordered(atlantic_pumf$HHSIZE)

Missing values

In R, missing values are represented by the symbol NA(not available). Impossible values (e.g. di-
viding by zero) are represented by the symbol NaN (not a number).

# recode 99 to missing for variable HHSIZE

# select rows where HHSIZE is 99 and recode column HHSIZE

atlantic_pumf$HHSIZE[atlantic_pumf$HHSIZE==8]<- NA

Installing R packages

In each case, the “command” that you are using calls a function that is currently loaded by R. For
example, when we type class(a_logical), we are calling the function class on the object a_-
logical. R has many functions built into the packages that are loaded by default with every new
installation - but as you will see, later on in this module, there are a number of specialized func-
tions that can be installed with other packages that are freely available (most commonly within
the CRAN archive from which you downloaded R at the outset of this lab). If you encounter a
package that you need to use, but don’t have installed on your machine, you can download it
from the CRAN archives, directly within your console, using the install.packages function.
Let’s suppose you want to install ggplot package.

#install Hmisc package

install.packages("Hmisc")

Adding variables labels

The CSV file, we just imported into RStudio does not have variable labels. We will be using the
Hmisc package to label the FOL variable.
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library(Hmisc)

label(atlantic_pumf$Citizen) <-

"Citizenship status and type"

describe(atlantic_pumf$Citizen)

Importing SPSS files using

You can also import an SPSS data file (.sav) in R, using the read.spss() command.
Firstly, make sure that you have installed and loaded the foreign package.

#load foreign package

library(foreign)

Then, let’s use the read.spss command.

atlantic_pumfSPSS <- read.spss('c:/temp/pumf2016ind_csv/atlantic_pumf.sav',

use.value.labels = TRUE, to.data.frame = TRUE)

Here we have 2 extra parameters apart from the first one, which is the location of the .sav file.

• “use.value.labels” is set to TRUE if you want to retain the value labels.

• “to.data.frame” is set to TRUE, if it is FALSE (default), the df would be a list instead of a
data frame.

For a list of all the parameters for this function, please refer to: https://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-
devel/library/foreign/html/read.spss.html

Subset Data

When you are working with a large dataset, you will only be interested in a small part of it for
your analysis. Let’s figure out how subset the data based on a specific province.

# subset the data to only include observations from PEI

peidata<-subset(atlantic_pumfSPSS, PR=="Prince Edward Island")

Descriptive Statistics

You can easily perform basic descriptive calculations (e.g., mean, median, and standard deviation)
on your vector, using the built-in statistical functions in R:

#find the average value of owner-occupied private dwelling

mean(atlantic_pumfSPSS$VALUE)

#find the minimum value of owner-occupied private dwelling

min(atlantic_pumfSPSS$VALUE)

#find the minimum value of owner-occupied private dwelling
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min(atlantic_pumfSPSS$VALUE, na.rm=TRUE)

#find the maximum value of owner-occupied private dwelling

max(atlantic_pumfSPSS$VALUE, na.rm=TRUE)

#find the average value of owner-occupied private dwelling

#with NAs

mean(atlantic_pumfSPSS$VALUE, na.rm=TRUE)

#another way to find the average value

summary(atlantic_pumfSPSS$VALUE)

#boxplot

boxplot(atlantic_pumfSPSS$VALUE)

ggplot package

The ggplot2 package, created by Hadley Wickham, offers a powerful graphics language for creat-
ing elegant and complex plots.

To build a ggplot, we will use the following basic template that can be used for different types
of plots:

ggplot(data = <DATA>, mapping = aes(<MAPPINGS>)) + <GEOM_FUNCTION>()

Let’s use the ggplot() function and bind the plot to a specific data frame using the data argument

library (ggplot)

ggplot(data = atlantic_pumfSPSS)

Next step is to define a mapping (using the aesthetic (aes) function), by selecting the variables to
be plotted and specifying how to present them in the graph, e.g. as x/y positions or characteristics
such as size, shape, color, etc.

ggplot(atlantic_pumfSPSS, aes(y=VALUE))

Next step is to add ‘geoms’ - graphical representations of the data in the plot (points, lines, bars).
ggplot2 offers many different geoms; we will use some common ones today, including:

• geom_point() for scatter plots, dot plots, etc.
• geom_boxplot() for, well, boxplots!
• geom_line() for trend lines, time series, etc.

To add a geom to the plot use the + operator. Because we have two continuous variables, let’s use
geom_boxplot() first:

ggplot(atlantic_pumfSPSS, aes(y=VALUE)) +

geom_boxplot()

Let’s adjust the y-axis, format to dollars.
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library(scales)

ggplot(atlantic_pumfSPSS, aes(y=VALUE)) +

geom_boxplot() + scale_y_continuous(labels=dollar)

Let’s break it up based on level of repairs.

ggplot(atlantic_pumfSPSS, aes(y=VALUE, x=REPAIR)) + geom_boxplot()

+ scale_y_continuous(labels=dollar)

Let’s remove the missing values.

atlantic_pumfSPSS_removeNA <- subset(atlantic_pumfSPSS, !is.na(REPAIR))

ggplot(atlantic_pumfSPSS_removeNA, aes(y=VALUE, x=REPAIR)) + geom_boxplot()

+ scale_y_continuous(labels=dollar)

Let’s add labels

library(scales)

ggplot(atlantic_pumfSPSS_removeNA, aes(y=VALUE, x=REPAIR)) + geom_boxplot()

+ scale_y_continuous(labels=dollar)

+ scale_x_discrete(labels = c('No','Minor Repair','Major Repairs'))

Barchart

# Simple Bar Plot

counts <- table(atlantic_pumfSPSS$MODE)

barplot(counts, main="Structural Type of Dwelling")

#rotate x labels

barplot(counts, main="Structural Type of Dwelling", las=2)

Help

Here are some resources:

• Getting Help with R - https://www.r-project.org/help.html
• Getting Help with RStudio - https://support.rstudio.com/hc/en-us/articles/200552336-Getting-

Help-with-R
• RStudio IDE Cheat Sheet - https://github.com/rstudio/cheatsheets/raw/master/rstudio-

ide.pdf
• Base R Cheat Sheet - https://rstudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/r-cheat-sheet-3.

pdf
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